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Better Visibility with Vision Perfect Screen

Stronger ideas for a sustainable world

ViPer – Vision Perfect Screen is
the clear-cut choice for premium
quality and clarity.
ViPer – Vision Perfect Screen is a
fiberglass screen manufactured
using an enhanced tighter weave
and finer mesh woven from
smaller refined yarns as compared
to standard fiberglass screening.
As a premium screen product,
ViPer is tested using ASTM D3656
standards. One of the biggest
advantages to ViPer is that the
construction allows for sharp
Window above shows standard screen
brilliant visibility through windows,
on the right verses ViPer - Vison Perfect
doors and screened porches. Aside screen on the left.
from maximized view, ViPer provides better airflow, more light and greater
insect protection.

Features and benefits of ViPer Vision Perfect Screen include:
• 20% thinner yarn than the industry standard provides a screen
that offers clear, increased visibility as well as greater light transmission
and airflow
• Smaller opening than the industry standard provides better protection
from insects and small particles
• Charcoal fiberglass mesh is dent-resistant and flame retardant for
increased protection
• Smaller, refined yarns present a less obtrusive appearance
which enhances curb appeal
• New York Wire screen is leading the industry by offering a complete line
of ortho-phthalate free screen
ViPer Vision Perfect screen is available in multiple widths
in 100’ and 600’ contractor roll lengths.

u Visit www.newyorkwire.com to learn more about our

products, view our how-to videos and our screen selector tool
to make sure you have the right screen for your needs.
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ViPer Screen FAQ’s
Why upgrade to ViPer?
For a very small investment (per
window or door), you can have a
screen that is much easier to see
through while providing better curb
appeal to your windows and doors.

How is ViPer less visible than
standard fiberglass??
Viper is designed with a thinner
fiberglass yarn to allow you to be able
to see through it more clearly, with
a less obstructed view. The thinner
yarn combined with a tighter weave
provide the illusion of a virtually
invisible screen.

Does thinner yarn mean that
the screen will tear easily?
No, not at all. ViPer was specially
engineered to maintain optimal
strength while allowing for a better
outward view.

What is new and improved about
this product?
NYW Screen is now ortho-phthalate free
and does not contain any substances
covered under California Prop 65.
We have maintained the same great
aesthetics, properties and processibility
that our screen has always had. We
have also now achieved GREENGUARD
Gold certification on this product, which
certifies that the product has low
chemical emissions.

